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Featured Application: Investigating the effects of a social robot on sales in shopping malls.
A potential application is the design of social robot behaviors in scenarios where robots work as
salesclerks in real shops.

Abstract: Performing the role of a shopping assistant is one promising application for social robots.
Robot clerks can provide a richer experience for customers and increase sales; however, the scant
opportunities for interaction with customers in real shopping environments is a typical drawback.
We solve this problem by developing a unique networked salesclerk system that consists of a virtual
agent that acts through the customer’s smartphone and a physical agent that performs as a robot
salesclerk in an actual store environment. Toward this capability, in cooperation with Production
I.G. Inc., an animation production company, we adopted a character named Tachikoma from “Ghost
in the Shell: Stand Alone Complex” (commonly known as the S.A.C. series) when designing the
appearance and features of both agents. We conducted a field test to investigate how our system
contributed to the sales of Ghost in the Shell anime-themed products, and the results showed the
advantages of our system for increasing sales.

Keywords: robot salesclerks; Ghost in the Shell; Tachikoma

1. Introduction
1.1. Research Aim

Human-like behavioral expression design is an essential factor in creating acceptable
social robots. Anthropomorphic behavior design would be an effective approach to achiev-
ing this goal because human beings treat anthropomorphic devices as if they were social
agents [1]. Past studies have reported that several anthropomorphic behavior designs [2]
such as facial expressions [3,4] play important roles in the perceived trustworthiness of
social robots [5,6]. Other studies have also reported the importance of building social robots
that are perceived as trustworthy in daily environments such as the home [7], industrial
facilities [8], and shopping malls [9].

Social robots based on anthropomorphic behavior design are already beginning to
fill the role of salespersons in daily environments. Many researchers have verified the
capabilities of social robots as shopping assistants through field tests in real environments,
in roles such as providing information in shopping malls [10–12] and stores [13–16], dis-
tributing flyers [17], and giving directions at airports [18–20]. Another human-friendly
approach is to design a robot clerk that builds personal relationships with customers. Such
systems perform, for example, recommendation services that leverage long-term interac-
tions between customers and robot clerks. Several social robots have already been used
in shopping malls for personalized interactions with customers. Using the interaction
histories with customers in retail environments, personalized interaction can be achieved
to create a more favorable impression on people [11,21]. Through these interactions, robot
clerks can provide a richer experience for customers and can increase sales.
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However, robot salesclerks suffer from a typical drawback: scant opportunities for
interaction with customers. Robot clerks are generally only present in real store envi-
ronments and are too busy to interact frequently with customers. Even if a robot clerk
provides a positive interaction and a pleasant shopping experience, the effect is diminished
because there are few opportunities for them to interact with the customers. This lack of
opportunities may also reduce customer interest.

We solve this problem by implementing a unique networked salesclerk system that
consists of a virtual agent (computer graphics) acting through the customer’s smartphone
and a physical agent performing the duties of a robot salesclerk in an actual store environ-
ment. By using the virtual agent’s characteristics for the physical agent in the store, we
achieve a seamless and personalized cyber-physical interaction between customers and our
robot salesclerk system. We partnered with Production I.G. Inc., an animation production
company, and gained permission to use one of its characters, Tachikoma, from the Ghost
in the Shell series. Consequently, we collaborated with this company in the design of the
appearance and features of a robot clerk (Figure 1). We conducted several experiments in
stores to determine how this robot salesclerk system would affect the sales of the target
anime product, Ghost in the Shell. In this study, we addressed the following research
question: Can a networked robot salesclerk created using an anime character increase the
sales of that anime product?
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1.2. Related Work

A number of studies have investigated the effectiveness of robot clerks in commercial
establishments. Watanabe et al. reported the effectiveness of an android clerk system that
talks through a tablet, in a department store for clothing sales [22]. Chao et al. developed a
service robot system that provides information on multiple stores and distributes flyers in
a shopping mall [23]. Another study investigated the effectiveness of self-recommending
agents at shopping malls [24]. Another work investigated the effects of a robot recommen-
dation system that distributed flyers for surrounding shops in a shopping center [15].

Although these studies provided rich knowledge about the effectiveness of robot
clerk systems in real environments, they focused on physical agents. As a result, the
opportunities for customers to interact with the robots were limited to physical shopping
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environments. In contrast to these studies, our research focuses on the impact of continuous
interaction via cyber-physical systems on the sales in a physical store. For this purpose, we
developed a networked robotic salesclerk that consists of both virtual and physical agents
sharing the same personality.

The ITACO system proposed by Ogawa et al. [25] resembles our concept. Entities
such as virtual agents, physical agents, and environmental devices interact with a peer
through different interfaces in their system. In other words, the same personality is shared
by different devices. The advantage of this design is that the characteristics of a single
entity can be maintained across different interfaces. Since one of our goals is to build a
personal relationship with customers, maintaining the characteristics of the same entity
is critical.

Therefore, our approach, i.e., that of a virtual agent and a physical agent sharing
the same characteristics, has common aspects with their work. However, our primary
aim is not simply to evaluate this concept but rather to explore whether a networked
robot salesclerk could actually increase the sales of the anime product used to embody the
physical agent. For this purpose, we implemented a networked robot system that works in
real environments with ordinary users. In other words, the unique feature of our study is
the adaptation of this concept to actual shopping environments.

2. Materials and Methods

Because we were investigating the effectiveness of our proposed system in real shop-
ping environments, we needed to address the design policies for a robot salesclerk system
from two perspectives: shops and customers.

2.1. Design Considerations from Shop Perspective

We first discussed with shop managers which issues must be considered from their
perspectives, before installing our robot salesclerk system in their shops. Based on several
discussions, we chose four issues: appropriate contexts for customers, contribution to sales,
safety, and simple operation.

As a suitable approach to placing a robot salesclerk in real shops, we designed the
robot’s appearance to resemble an existing animation character. Because a common business
strategy to attract customers is using the characters from animation content, we felt that
a robot might achieve similar effects and attract customers through its physical existence.
We collaborated with Production I.G. Inc. and employed an animation character named
Tachikoma from the “Ghost in the Shell” universe. Thus, the appearances and characteristics
of the virtual and physical agents were based on Tachikoma. We presumed that this
animation content would mainly attract a cohort whose ages ranged from about 20 to
50 years.

Next, we considered how our robot salesclerk system could contribute to the sales of
animation merchandise. We believe that the novelty of providing rich shopping experiences
to customers through interaction with animation characters will increase sales. Therefore,
we used our robot system to encourage visits to an actual shop in order to physically interact
with the customers who visited it. Thus, in our settings, the virtual agent recommends that
customers reserve special merchandise that they can purchase at real shops.

We carefully designed the physical agent’s functions for safety and simple operation
since it interacts closely with customers during service, and managing it might prove
difficult for a store’s salesclerks. If a specialist/technician were needed to operate the
robot, the system’s cost would increase, thus reducing its benefits even if sales are increased.
Moreover, complete autonomous control remains difficult in real environments, particularly
in a shop where many customers surround a physical agent. Therefore, we chose a semi-
autonomous approach to enable control of the robot operation by non-experts, i.e., a shop
employee, and limited its locomotion capabilities to prevent collisions. We also used a
wired power supply and a network connection for safety. Based on these considerations,
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we ensured that the robot was safe by establishing physically separated areas and enabling
non-experts to control or immediately stop the physical agent by themselves.

2.2. Design Considerations from Customer Perspective

We focused on two issues from the customer’s viewpoint: personalized interaction and
a memorable shopping experience. For personalized interaction with our robot salesclerk
system, we designed our agents to greet the customer by name using our original voice-
actor data and AI Inc.’s AITalk software [26]. Our system can change its characteristics
based on interaction histories with customers and share these characteristics between the
virtual and physical agents. For long-term interactions with customers, we also imple-
mented a smartphone application (to maintain interaction) that has conversation-based
games that include item-collection activities and chats about animation content.

For a memorable shopping experience, we used a physical agent that gives a cus-
tomer’s reserved merchandise to her/him in actual shops, as described above. The virtual
agents in the game application offer to reserve animation merchandise through the applica-
tion in the chat intervals. If customers reserve merchandise and visit the actual shops, they
can transfer from their virtual agent to the physical agent who will distribute the merchan-
dise. We believe such physical interaction with an actual robot viewed as an animation
character will provide richer shopping experiences for customers and increase sales.

2.3. System Configuration

Figure 2 shows an overview of our system, which consists of a virtual agent on a
smartphone, a physical agent at a real shop, a customer database (DB) on a server, and an
operator. In the following subsections, we give details of each component.
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Figure 2. Example of a line task.

2.4. Virtual Agent

Figure 3 shows a virtual agent whose appearance and voice resemble Tachikoma.
We implemented a game-like application where users can register their names to talk
with the virtual agent. We implemented five tasks on this: chat, quiz, item collection,
personalized interaction, and reservation. Thus, each virtual agent (VAi) has five tasks
(VAi_T = {VAi_T1...VAi_T5}). These systems are designed to work on typical smartphone
processors and OSs (i.e., iOS and Android, implemented using C# and Unity for cross-
platform development). However, during the experimental period, we only released the
iOS version. Customers can choose each task (VAi_T1...VAi_T5) directly via the application’s
user interface.
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The chat task (VAi_T1) enables the agent to talk autonomously with users. We recorded
more than 1245 clips from Tachikoma’s voice actor and implemented 691 conversation
flows such as greetings, information on animation characters, and the reproduction of
animation scenes (i.e., 691 actions in this task). For example, during a chat, the virtual agent
might say, “Even though Japan is a robot powerhouse, that idea expresses overconfidence
in Japan’s technology.” We used Google’s speech recognition functions for this task.

The quiz task (VAi_T2) enables the agent to ask questions based on Ghost in the Shell:
S.A.C. The content was selected under pre-implemented rules such as having a specific
item. If a user correctly answers the questions, additional voice data are provided to the
user. For this purpose, we implemented more than 40 questions (i.e., 40 actions in this
task) in the application, for example, “What does Harima Science Garden City mean to
Tachikoma?”.

The item-collection task (VAi_T3) enables users to amass 51 items related to Ghost
in the Shell: S.A.C. through an analysis process that must wait for a specific time period.
Users can spend the items they have collected to change the appearance of their virtual
agent or access extra quiz content. We shortened the waiting time for the analysis process
by creating an option that allows users to buy special items with reduced waiting time.

The personalized-interaction task (VAi_T4) changes its characteristics based on the
conversations and the histories of the item collections. We designed three characteristics:
polite, friendly, and ironic (VAi_C = {VAi_C1... VAi_C3}). Due to these characteristics, the
robot changes its word endings and intonations (i.e., three actions in this task, where these
actions also influence other tasks). The virtual agent’s characteristics also influence the
interactions with the physical robot in the shop environment.

The reservation task (VAi_T5) announces when its services will start for the animation
merchandise in a real shop, and then it allows users to reserve items (i.e., two actions in this
task). For this purpose, the virtual agent verbally recommends buying items: “If you are
interested, I can reserve some cool merchandise for you” or “I’ve got some new information
about special merchandise!” If the users want to buy any animation merchandise, they can
reserve it with this task and set a date to buy it at the actual shop. Significantly, customers
can interact with their virtual agents using the smartphone application after the field trials,
regardless of whether or not they buy merchandise.

2.5. Physical Agent

Figure 1 shows a robot salesclerk as our physical agent (PA). It resembles a smaller
version of Tachikoma: 1600 × 1600 × 1100 mm with two arms (14 degrees of freedom). We
attached a camera, a microphone, and a speaker to the robot. We used NUC5i7RYH (Intel
Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, USA) for the physical agent’s controls and its processing.
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We also used VS-RC003D (MCU: LPC2148F, Vstone Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan) for the motor
control of the physical agent. We implemented four tasks for the agent: locomotion, person
identification, handing things, and conversation. Thus, the physical agent (PA) has four
tasks (PA_T = {PAi_T1...PAi_T4}). For safety, the power supply and network connection were
wired. We used voice data identical to those of the virtual agent.

For the locomotion task (PA_T1), the robot operates under semi-autonomous control.
Locomotion is mostly autonomous, with a line-tracing mechanism operating at 60 fps.
After a command from the operator, the robot autonomously detects a line on the floor
and changes the speed of its wheels to follow it. We made two stopping points: in front of
visitors and in front of where the shopkeeper hands items to the robot (i.e., two actions in
this task). During experiments, we installed the physical agent on a temporary stage (about
4.5 [m] × 5.5 [m]) in the experimental environments.

For the identification task (PA_T2), we used customers’ smartphones to identify them.
When a customer places his smartphone (after downloading the application) on a stand
where the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) reader is installed (Figure 4a), the system is notified
that the virtual agent is to be transferred to the physical agent. The virtual agent on
the smartphone disappears, and the physical robot starts working. At this time, the
characteristics of the physical agent are copied from the virtual agent (PA_C= VAi_Cx).
When the smartphone moves away from the stand, the virtual agent is automatically
shown returning to the smartphone (i.e., two actions in this task).

If the customer has reserved a purchase, the physical agent executes the handing over
task (PA_T3); the physical agent greets the customer, moves to the storage area, and takes
the purchased item from the clerk (Figure 4b), and then it moves toward the customer and
hands her the item (Figure 4c) (i.e., four actions in this task).

The conversational task (PA_T4) is also performed under semi-autonomous control.
The operator assumes the voice recognition function and selects the robot’s voice speech
buttons based on the pre-defined rules. If a customer has registered for the application,
the robot can use this. Using the dialogue history between the virtual agent and the
customer, we designed the robot to change its speech content automatically. We prepared
58 speech-content items.
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2.6. Operator

In this study, an operator controls the speech recognition function and the behavior
selector using a tele-operation system (Wizard of Oz [27]), which enables the operator to
select the speech recognition results based on pre-determined candidates. Then the physical
agent autonomously chooses actions using the speech recognition results. The average
distance between customers and the physical agents is about 1 m while they are talking, as
shown in Figure 4. Accordingly, the operator can hear the customers’ speech and recognize
it correctly, using the microphone attached to the agent. We also used NUC5i7RYH (Intel
Inc.) for the tele-operation.

The operator assumes control of the safety function of the physical agent’s locomotion
and an emergency stop function (not used during the experiment). Basically, the agent
moves autonomously using the line-tracing mechanism, although the operator corrects its
position through the tele-operation system if the agent loses track of the line. In addition,
another shop clerk monitored the system for safety during the experiment.
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If customers want to chat with the physical agent, the operator directly chooses robot
behaviors for natural interaction with these customers. We prepared pre-determined rules
for consistent operation and for retaining the physical agent’s characteristics.

2.7. Customer DB

The customer DB is connected to both the virtual agents in the customers’ smartphones
and the physical agent. All the interaction histories and the characteristic data are stored
in the DB, and this information is used for the interactions between the virtual/physical
agents and the customers. The reservation information is also transferred to the shop clerks
and the operator, who prepare the reserved merchandise for the customers.

3. Field Trial and Results

We conducted field trials with our robot salesclerk system at three different shops to
investigate two issues: (1) a comparison of sales between the time period of the field trial
and the shop’s long-term history to investigate our system’s influence and (2) whether our
system could be installed in different kinds of shops to increase sales, even for temporary
sales spaces.

3.1. Field Trial for Sales Comparison

The first field trial was conducted at a Production I.G. store in Tokyo that sells a
variety of animated goods. We installed a physical agent and a stand in the store and
measured the sales effects for 14 consecutive days in the middle of Japan’s winter holiday
season. We released the application 18 days before the demonstration experiment and
announced the start of the user reservation service through the application 11 days before
the demonstration experiment.

In the experiment, the physical agent was placed in the store between 11:00 a.m. and
8:00 p.m. Customers who reserved products were given their choice of four 15-min time
slots per hour to interact with the physical agent after receiving their reserved products.
During time slots without reservations, the operator manipulated the physical agent to
greet nearby customers or interact with them.

3.2. Results of Sales Comparison

During the field test period, the daily sales of the target anime products averaged
about JPY 86,450 (about USD 760), with a median of about JPY 81,680 (about USD 720). We
measured the sales for two time periods: 14 consecutive days in the middle of the summer
holiday season and during the first six months that the store was open. The first time
period was used to statistically compare sales between similar holiday time periods, since
the middle of the summer holiday season is an extremely busy period. In these periods, the
store was open between 11:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m., similar to the operating hours of our field
trial. Note that direct sales comparisons cannot avoid such factors as new merchandise and
commercial events; however, even though the implications of the comparisons are limited,
they still provide supplemental knowledge.

The average daily sales of the target animation merchandise were JPY 40,025 (about
USD 400) over 14 days during the middle of the summer holiday season (Figure 5). Since
Levene’s test did not show any significant differences between them, we conducted a
t-test for comparison, and its results showed significant differences (t(26) = 3.814, p = 0.001,
r = 0.60). Thus, the average sales in our field trial were significantly larger than the average
sales during the normal summer holiday season.

For the second period, we also measured the mean and median values. We chose
this time period because the store hosted several different events, which made this period
suitable for identifying the long-term sales trends of our target anime products. The average
daily sales for the target anime products were JPY 43,041 (about USD 380), with a median of
JPY 30,630 (about USD 270). We did not conduct a statistical analysis because the number of
days differed considerably. However, the results showed that the average and median sales
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were 2.01 and 2.67 times higher than those without the salesclerk system. These results
indicate that our robot salesclerk increased the sales of the target animation merchandise.
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Figure 5. Average and standard error (SE) of daily sales of target animation merchandise at a
Production I.G. store in Tokyo.

3.3. Field Trial in Temporary Sales Spaces

After the field trial in Tokyo, we conducted two more trials at a pair of Osaka shopping
malls. Since they were conducted using temporary sales spaces in the mall, it was difficult
to compare the sales in the time period of the field trial with past sales. Moreover, in these
shops, only four kinds of animation merchandise were sold, due to the shops’ small sizes.

The first trial was conducted at a large shopping mall for 12 consecutive days from
11 a.m. to 8 p.m. The second was conducted at another shopping mall (the tallest shopping
building in Japan) for 10 consecutive days from 2 to 8 p.m. (weekdays) or 11 a.m. to
8 p.m. (weekends).

3.4. Results for Temporary Sales Spaces

In the two field trials in Osaka, the robot salesclerk systems worked well, showing
similar performance as in the Tokyo field trial. The average daily sales of the target
animation merchandise in the two trials were JPY 40,611 (about USD 375) and JPY 51,082
(about USD 472). Sales at temporary sales spaces achieved similar average sales during the
summer holiday season.

Moreover, since these temporary shops sold only four kinds of animation merchandise,
we investigated the sales ratio of the target animation merchandise to all merchandise.
These values indicate how our robot system contributed to sales. The ratios with total sales
were 54.7% and 81.3% in the two trials.

3.5. Interaction with Virtual Agents

Next, we investigated how many people downloaded our application and used its
reservation tasks. During the field trials, 12,140 users downloaded the application. We also
investigated the average daily use of active users during the trial and identified 834 users,
with an average number of active sessions (identified as over two seconds of foreground
on their smartphones) of 8504. These results indicated that each active user accessed our
application more than ten times per day on average.

Over 200 customers bought target animation merchandise through the reservation
services. In fact, 2504 customers reserved merchandise, but due to the limitations of the
time slots (including temporary reservations), only 208 customers actually bought the
merchandise at the shop.
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Although many customers used our application, they might have failed to perceive
changes in the characteristics of the virtual agents because they did not have any opportu-
nity to compare their agents with other agents in the shop that had different characteristics.

3.6. Observations in the Shop

During the 15 min time slots, about 10 min were generally allotted for distributing the
reserved merchandise to customers. In the remaining 5 min, as we expected, the customers
talked with the physical agent until the end of their time slot. They seemed to enjoy their
interactions with the animation character, and most people wanted to talk with it beyond
their allotted time slot. If other customers were not waiting, they were allowed to extend
their conversations.

In general, since most customers were already familiar with Tachikoma and the Ghost
in the Shell: S.A.C. series universe, they asked the physical agent specific, game-oriented
questions. For example, many customers asked, “What is your favorite item?”, and the
answer was “Organic Oil”. They also seemed interested in testing the robot’s intelligence,
as in previous research studies [28,29]. In addition, customers often asked about Motoko
Kusanagi, also known as the Major, Tachikoma’s boss, and enjoyed the agent’s reactions.
After interacting with the physical agent, most customers wanted to take a picture with it,
often accepting an invitation to take photos from the physical agent (Figure 6).
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Another interesting phenomenon was how the physical agent was frequently treated
as a physical landmark by the customers. From our observations in the field trials, many
people arranged to meet near Tachikoma because of its conspicuous size. As in previous
research studies, our physical agent might also have been useful as a shop mascot [9].

It should be noted that we did not evaluate the effects of virtual agents’ characteristics
(polite, friendly, or ironic) in the context of sales or relevant customer reactions, due to
the limitations of the time slots for reservation services, although we implemented the
different characteristics. As described above, only 208 customers actually used the system
to buy merchandise at the shop, and we believed that making an evaluation with such a
limited number of people (less than 10% of customers who reserved merchandise) would
not be worthwhile. Nevertheless, customers seemed to enjoy themselves, regardless of their
agents’ characteristics, as described above. We attributed this to the closely reproduced
variety of characteristics based on the animation character (in the original animation,
multiple incarnations of Tachikoma have different characteristics).
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4. Discussion
4.1. Engineering Perspective: Can It Be Autonomous?

In this study, we designed a semi-autonomous physical agent from the perspectives
of safety and managing operations. Future technical challenges include increasing its
autonomy and reducing the human operation load. For example, safe movement in
crowded places is a central task of many current research studies. Robotics researchers
have proposed several methods for enabling robots to move safely, even in crowded areas,
using multiple types of sensor information and applying societal norms [30–33].

Individual identification functions would be needed to achieve long-term autonomous
interaction with customers. In this study, we used BLE signals from a smartphone to
identify people. If a robot clerk moves around, the robot itself needs to be equipped
with the ability to perform personal identification. In the past, research has used RFID
tags, Wi-Fi, accelerometers [34,35], and face recognition software for such identification.
Although privacy issues must be heeded, personal identification might be possible using
such technologies.

Speech recognition is another challenging problem in real-world environments. Al-
though various speech recognition technologies have been developed in recent years, actual
environments contain a great deal of noise, and there are large distances between the mi-
crophones attached to the robot and people. Therefore, significant improvements in the
performance of voice recognition technology in smartphones and PCs in such settings seem
unlikely. Moreover, adding new data for training is a crucial first step in improving speech
recognition performance in real environments.

Further future work could involve using machine learning techniques to improve
robots’ behaviors based on interaction histories and feedback from interacting partners. For
example, Millán et al. proposed a method of incorporating human feedback in reinforce-
ment learning for a continuous action space [36]. Doering et al. also proposed a data-driven
imitation-learning approach for shopkeeper robots [37]. In the context of conversational
interactions related to selling merchandise to customers using autonomous conversational
functions, the agents would need to explain the meaning and intention of their behaviors,
since these influence users’ decision-making [38,39]. Such a machine-learning-based ap-
proach would improve robot motion control performances [40] related to their safety and
locomotion [41,42].

4.2. Commercial Perspective: Should It Be Fully Autonomous?

In the above section, we discussed ways to achieve autonomous systems by consider-
ing related technologies. Although these trials are important for fully autonomous agents,
we need to consider this goal from a business perspective by addressing two problems:
safety and cost. With regard to safety, it remains difficult to completely eliminate the require-
ment that physical robots be monitored by the shop employees using them in public spaces,
even if a sufficient degree of safety is ensured. The responsibilities for failures/accidents
are not yet well defined, especially for mobile agents such as autonomous driving cars, and
therefore such responsibilities usually fall on manufacturers or management companies.
To avoid worst-case scenarios, a human observer must guarantee the safety of an agent in
our current social settings. If a shop employs a robot salesclerk system, the initial cost is
critical. Perhaps fully autonomous systems might be able to use rich sensor environments,
but this also, unfortunately, increases the initial implementation costs.

In this study, we used a semi-autonomous approach in which a human operator
ensured safety and controlled parts of the sensing/controlling functions for serving cus-
tomers. This approach was restricted to a single shop employee as the operator, although
our robot system provided more memorable shopping experiences than those of standard
services by a shop clerk. We believe our approach is cost-efficient and can preserve safety
in actual settings in current situations, because past research has shown that a single op-
erator can control four or more mobile social agents in a mall environment [43,44]. In the
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future, of course, the operator’s role and workload will decrease along with the progress of
sensing technologies.

4.3. Limitations

Since our field trials were conducted with our developed agents and for specific
animation characters, the generality of the knowledge obtained was limited. We cannot
ensure that our findings can be applied to other kinds of robot salesclerk systems with
different animation contents. Moreover, it is difficult to clearly investigate the effects of a
robot salesclerk system by comparing situations with/without their use at actual shops
because the value and the popularity of animation merchandise fluctuate. However, we
believe our setting can still offer essential knowledge to readers who are interested in the
effects of robot salesclerks.

We did not evaluate the degree of memorability of the shopping experience using
questionnaires from customers because it was difficult to compare their shopping impres-
sion with/without our systems while avoiding unfair services during the experimental
period. We noted that many customers enjoyed their shopping experiences with the agents,
as described in Sections 3.5 and 3.6. Therefore, we believe that the issues under focus from
the customers’ perspectives were successfully addressed.

Since our field trial only lasted about a month, the long-term and novelty effects of
physical agents on sales remain unknown. Nor have we yet identified the effects of the
changes in personalized characteristics of virtual and physical agents because few people
noticed them. To clarify these effects, we are currently conducting a long-term field trial
in a shop in Tokyo, by permanently providing reservation services through our robot
salesclerk system. In addition, our analysis compared sales in the field trials between
summer holidays and winter holidays. Both holiday seasons have positive effects when
inviting customers to the shop, but it is difficult to reveal such time-based influences on
sales. Future work in this study will be to obtain long-term operation results and then
investigate the effects of characters by eliminating these seasonal effects.

5. Conclusions

We developed a robot salesperson system in which the same personality could be
shared in an actual store environment by a virtual agent on a smartphone application and a
physical agent embodied in a robot. Furthermore, we verified this system’s effectiveness.
In collaboration with an anime company, we adopted the design of a character named
Tachikoma as a robot salesclerk. The results of a field trial in an actual store demonstrated
that the presence of the robot clerk more than doubled the average daily sales of the
targeted anime products. More than 12,000 customers downloaded our application to their
smartphones, and about 200 customers visited the shop used in the trial to buy merchandise
and interact with our physical agent.
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